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The study aimed at establi hing trategic capabiliti as a s urce of competitive 

advantage at BBC Gl bal ews Africa. Strategic capabilities of a company form an 

important trategic role to create value and improve busine s performance. The 

competitive advantage of companies in t day' economy stems not from market p sition 

ut from difficulty to replicate strategic capabilitie and the manner in which they are 

depl yed. 

In attempting to get the objectives, a case study research design was adopted. An 

interview guide was used to collect data on strategic capabilities used by the organization 

in gaining competitive advantage. The data obtained from the interview guide was 

analyzed qualitatively. The qualitative analysis was done using content analysis. 

The study established that BBC Global News, Africa bad several internal strategic 

capabilities that gave it a competitive advantage over the other international media 

players. These strategic capabilities range from a strong human resource pool that is well 

trained, strong brand, credibility, technologically advanced equipment, wide audience 

coverage due to the presence of BBC Global News broadca ting in regional language. 

The study also established that strategic capabilities have kept on changing depending on 

various factors .Respondents identified the e factors to include technology, changes in 

the media ector in Africa, changing demands of the audience declining finances and 

also changing stakeholder requirement . 

It was al o concluded that for the organization to achieve desired performance results, the 

firm's capabilities and the resources available to it; must interact positively with the 

requirements of the firm' markets and their requirements mu t be defined clearly and 

explicitly. As a result of the constant change in the world, it was al o found out that the 

organizations strategic capabilities must continu usly adapt to the changing operating 

environment and the human resources plays an important role to achieve thi objective. 
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c 0 RODU TIO 

1.1 Background to the tudy 

A key concern in the present day emerging bu ine en ironment i the need for 

organizations t.o implement systems and frameworks that not only deliver performance, 

but also the ability to control them against top level targets (Chau and Witcher, 2008). 

Managers in these organizations fa e an increa ingly dynamic, complex and 

unpredictable environment, where technology, globalisation, knowledge and changing 

competitive approache impact on veraJl performance of the firm. As a resuLt, the degree 

and complexity of the current changing environment is driving firms, both large and 

small. to seek new way f conducting business to create wealth and increa e the 

hareholder value (Stopford, 20 1 ). More and more firms are turning to a strategic 

approaches but as was noted by eely and Adams, 200 J ), these auditing frameworks 

seem to fall short in their ability to thoroughly and reali tically give executives a view of 

competences at the operational level. 

This tudy will heavily borrow from resource-based view (RBV). The resource based 

view has been a common interest fl r management researchers and numerous writings has 

been be found for same. A resource-ba ed view of a firm explains its ability to deliver 

sustainable competitive advantage when resources are managed such that their outcomes 

can not be imitated by competitors, which ultimately creates a competitive barrier 

(Mahoney and Pandian 1992 cited by Hooley and Greenley 2005, p. 96 · Smith and Rupp 



2002, p. 48 . RBV explains that a firm' tainable c mpetitive advantage is reached by 

virtue of unique resources being rare, valuable, inimitable, n n-tradable, and non

substitutable, as weU as fl11ll-specific (Barney 1999 cited by Finney et al.2004, p. 1722, 

Makadok 2 01, p. 94). Th e authors write a ut the fact that a firm may reach a 

sustainable competitive advantage thr ugh unique re ources which it hold , and these 

resources cannot be easily bought tran ferred, or opied, and imultaneously, they add 

value to a fum ·while being rare. It al o highlights the fact that not all resources of a firm 

may contribute to a finn ustainable competitive advantage. Varying performance 

between firms is a result of heter geneity of assets (Lopez 2005 p. 662, Helfat and 

Peteraf 2003 p. 1004) and RBV i [I cused on the factors that cause these differences to 

prevail (Grant 1991, Mah ney and Pandian 1992, and Lopez 2005, p. 662) .. Major 

concern in RBV is focu ed on the ability of the firm to maintain a combination of 

resources that cannot be possessed or built up in a similar manner by competitors. Further 

such writings provide u with the base to understand that the ustainability strength of 

competitive advantage depend on the ability of competitors to use identical or similar 

resources that make the same implications on a finn's performance. This ability of a firm 

to avoid imitation of their r ources should be analyzed in depth to understand the 

sustainability strength of a competitive advantage. 

The resource-based view of strategy regards strategic (rather than economic) resources as 

fum specific and difficult for rival to buy or copy (Barney 1986), and which have value 

to managers in influencing the direction and growth of a firm (Ghoshal and Bartlett, 
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1997 . Thi view understands trategtc re urces a tangible and intangible as e that 

when combined will b lp t c n titute a firm' competitive advantage. According to 

Teece (20 7), the s fter c mponent of organizational resources, ucb as staff and skills, 

and h w these are managed in operational teamwork again t top-level targets and longer

term trategy are central to the management of strategic re ources. According to 

Prahalad and Hamel (1990), risk is manageable if core competencies are used to develop 

core products (in the form of firm-specific expertise and resources) that can erve 

unrelated markets. The e core areas are managed through core competencies, which they 

define as the abilitie of employees t learn how to develop and manage the integration of 

technologies through cross-functi nal management and collaborative working. 

Strategic capabilities are the building block fi r core competencies and are usually 

embedded in the firm and require b th time and ignificant resources to change (Coulter, 

2002). Amit and Schoemaker (2003) defmed organizational capabilities as a firm's 

capacity to deploy its assets, tangible or intangible, to perform a task or activity to 

improve performance and included the capacity of the firm to offer excellent customer 

service or to develop new products and innovate. Teece et a/. (1997, p.19) suggest that 

dynamic capabilities are the 'firm's ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal 

and external competencies to addr s rapidly changing environments". Strategic 

capabilities are embedded in • routine organizational processes that guide the evolution of 

a firms' resource configuration and operational routines". On his part, Fiol (2001) agrees 

and further o serve that both the skills/resources and the way organizations u e them 
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must constantly change and thi m v will lead to the creati n of c ntinuou ly changing 

temporary advantage . Tlli therefore uggest that it i the way resources are configured 

and not the capabilities as such that is th ource of c mpetiti e ad antage. Configuration 

is specific t each organization and will relate to their corporate trategic thinking. 

Accordingly, fmns can achieve temporary advantage which can achieve a longer time 

frame by con tant re ource reconfiguration to meet the changing market demands. 

1.1.1 Strategic Capabilities 

A firms competitive advantage i founded on a complex of competences, capabilities 

skills and strategic as ets po sessed by an organization, or in other words from the astute 

management of physical and intellectual resources which fonn the core capability of the 

business. Teece et a/. (1991, p.34) define c re capabilities as 'a set of differentiated 

skills, complementary assets, and r utines that provide the basi for a firm's competitive 

capacities and sustainable advantage in a particular business,. Such capabilities or core 

competences are not built on discrete independent skills but are ''the synthesis of a variety 

of kill , technologies and knowledge streams ' (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994). In 

compari on to Porter's competitive forces framework the resource-based approach can be 

een to challenge the structural approach t strategy as articulated by the former yet what 

is missing from the resource-based approach is "a comprehensive framework that shows 

bow various parts within the organization interact with each other over time to create 

something new and unique' onaka and Takeuchi, 1995 . 
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According to Teece et al 1997) trategic capabiliti ar conceptualized a a firm's 

ability to build nd/or xtend basic apa ilities t deal with changing environment . A 

shift in foe to tratcgic capabilities therefore reduces if n t eliminat the applicability 

of the valuable, rare, inimitable and n n-substitutable framework b au e the emphasis of 

the strategist shifts from trying t protect ources of current competitive advantag to 

continuou ly creating re ources and/or capabilities to yield future c mpetitive advantages 

(Winter 2003). 

Helfat and Peteraf 2003 intr duced a cWierent angle to the concept strategic capability 

by introducing capability life cycle CL ), which articulates general patterns and paths in 

the evolution of organizational capabilities over time. This framework provide a 

tructure for a more comprehensive approach to dynamic re ource-based theory. On his 

part, Mathews (2006) developed the RARE framework which is posed in a general 

setting of disequilibrium in contrast to the equilibrium-based assumptions of neoclas ical 

economics. The RARE model captures the three major in ights of the current views and 

perspectives namely, RBV (resource-based view), ABV (activity-based view) and CP 

(strategic capability perspective), in both a comparati e static etting as well as a 

dynamic setting. Therefore as was pointed out by Prahalad and Hamel {1990) risk is 

manageable if core competencies are used to develop core products (in the form of firm

specific expertise and resources) that can serve unrelated markets. These core areas are 

managed through core competencies, which they define as the abilities of employees to 

learn how to develop and manage the integration of technologies through cross-functional 
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manag m nt and colla rative w rking. 

1.1.2 Competitive advantage 

The type of ftrms in a market econ my are diverse in term of their choice of busine s 

strategy. However, all firms aim to implement high-value trategies that produce profits 

as a normal aspiration of business owners. When a particular high-value strategy of a 

firm cannot be implemented, imitated or replicated successfully by a potential 

competitor the strategy provides the finn with a source of sustainable competitive 

advantage (SCA). According to Porter (1991), the competition strategy of a fum is to 

seek an advantageous competitiv p sition in a particular industrial environment or to 

build up a profitable, consi tent market position by drawing on various factors that are 

decisive to being competitive in an indu trial sector. In other words, both industry type 

and competitive strategies are two central points to be considered by managers in a 

market economy. This therefore means that Porter's competition strategy explicitly relies 

on the pursuit of advantages, which are determined by a firm's exogenous variables that 

require analy is of the competitors and opportunities in the market. 

According to Porter (1985), competitive advantage is the ability to earn returns on 

investment consistently above the average for the industry. On his part Barney (1991) 

specifically noted that competitive advantage can be achieved if the firm implements a 

value-creating trategy that is n t simultaneously being implemented by any current or 

potential competitors. This can therefore be interpreted to mean that sustained 
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competitive advantage re ul from trategi ts· which Barney ( 1991) regards as th e 

that are internally c ntr lJed and pc.!rmit the finn t formulate and implement strategies 

that expand its efficiency and effectiveness. Competiti e advantage is thus dependant not, 

as traditi naUy assumed, on such bas as natural resources, technology or economie of 

scale, ince these are increa ingly ea y to imitate. Rather, competitive advantage is, 

according to the resource base view dependant on the valuable rare and hard-t -imitate 

resources that reside within an organization (Stiles and Kulvisaechana 2004 . This group 

of as ets can be said to be what Stewart (1997) to be "invisible a sets" which in real 

sense i intellectual capital. 

1.1.3 British Broadcasting Corporation Global News- Africa 

The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) is the principal public service broadcaster in 

the United Kingdom, in London. At present, The BBC is the largest broadcasting 

organization ~ the w rld with about 23,000 staff. It mission is to enrich people's lives 

with programmes that inform, educate and entertain. It is a public service broadcaster, 

established by a Royal Charter and funded by the license fee that is paid by UK 

households and as well funded by the Briti h Government. 

The BB uses the income from the licen e fee to provide services including 8 national 

TV channel plu regional programming, 1 national radio stations, 40 local radio 

station and an extensive website. BBC World Service broadca ts to the world on radio, 

on TV and online, providing news and information in various languages. It i funded by a 
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government grant, n t fr m th lken e fee. In Africa BB Gl al ews i comprised of 

three key di i i n that include BBC w rld ervice BBC monitoring and BB world 

service trust. 

The BBC World Service has the international radio and online servi es in 7 language . 

These languages include omali, Swahili English Hausa· French for Africa Kirundi, 

and Kinyarwanda. The divi ion is publicly funded by a Parliamentary Grant-in-Aid (not 

the Licence Fee). BBC Monitoring offers open source monitoring of TV, radio online 

and print media around the world and is funded by stakeholders (not the Licence Fee) 

encompassing British government departments (via the Cabinet Office) and the BBC . 

BBC Monitoring is an important part of the BBC's newsgathering operation. BBC World 

Service Trust is the BBC's independent international charity within BBC Global News. 

Delivering media projects outside the UK, it is funded on a project-by-project basis from 

different sources (not the License Fee), such as British government departments, Non 

Governmental organizations other charities and UN department . 

1.2 Statement of the Problem 

An organizational strategy is seen by many as the main driver of competitive advantage 

(Larsen et a/., 1998). It aims at the articulation of the means by which an organization 

endeavors to convert it intentions into organizational capability in order to take 

advantage of its external opportunities and to minimize the threats that it faces. This 

involves configuration of resource as well as the development of an environment 
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capable f upporting th intenti ns articulated in the trategic plan. Due t the different 

strategies finn differ b ed n rganizati nal capabilities it ha and that uch 

capabilitie are u ed ro "create and expl it external p rtunitie and d velop sustained 

ad antag ' (Lengnick-Hall and W Iff, 1999). Th e trategic capabiliti are finn

specific and d veloped within the firm rather than acquired externally. Therefore1 the 

development of unique capabilities within an organization enables them to perform 

proces es better and in a "different manner' compared with other firms (Mische, 2001). 

The British Broadcasting Corporation can be aid to have been a dominant player in the 

international news market for several decades now. With a workforce of over 23,000 staff 

spread all over the globe and making i broadcast in different languages, it has recently 

received threat by the British parliament which approves its expenditure to justify its 

huge budget annually that is funded " holesomely by the British taxpayer. In addition the 

level of competition from other intemati nal channels like Cable News Network (CNN) 

and Al-jeezera ha provided different choices to the audience and thus leading to the 

shrinkage of its market share. In addition with the liberalization of the airwaves in most 

countries, many other local radio and Televisi n stations have been set up to compete 

over the same audience and as a result complicating matters for the already existing 

players. One way that BB can use to maintain its relevance in the ever changjng 

broadcasting market is to identify and harness its trategic capabilities that cannot be 

easily mimicked by c mpetitors. It is upon the management to identify what their 

dynamic capabilities are and which will give them the competitive advantage neces ary 
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to maintain their market har • and at the same time expand t other regi n . Thi trategy 

can only be achieved through id~ntificati n f the organizational strategic capabilities 

and putting in place m hanism t pr teet and enhance their capacity. 

A few studies have been condu ted locally on the ubject area of rganizational strategic 

capabilities. Wanyanga (2 07) undertook a research on the utilization of organization's 

capabilitie as an operation strategy in the hotel industry in Kenya. Among his finding 

is that that most hotels in the country had not fully identified there trategic capabilitie 

and always scanned the external environment to identify the opportunities without 

identify their internal non- imitable capabilitie that will give them competitive 

advantage. He also noted that the skills and resources must con tantly change in tandem 

with the chang in the environment. He therefore concluded that the way resources are 

configured to match the existing capabilitie is the source of competitive advantage. This 

view will be in tandem with Mintzberg et a/. ( 1998) observation that only 'a few key 

strategies - as positions in the economic market place - are desirable in any given 

industry: ones that can be defended against existing and future competitors", a firms 

competitive ad antage will be achieved. As can be evidenced from the a ove ingle 

study in the local set-up extensive r earch on the area of organizational strategic 

capabilities has not been done and more o in the media industry. This therefore leads to 

the question: what strategic capabiliti does British Broadcasting Corporation-Africa 

have that can lead to competitive advantage? 
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e earcb objective 

Th tudy was guided y the foil w1ng bjc!ctives: 

1. T establish how Briti h Br adcasting Corporati n-Africa, Global News, Africa 

develop strategic capabilitie f, r Competitive advantage. 

n. To e tabli b the factors that influence development of strategic capabilities at 

Briti h Br adcasting C rp rati n -Global News Africa 

1.4 Value of the tudy 

The tudy will aid various stakeholders in the media industry as follows: 

The management and staff of BBC will find this study an invaluable source of material in 

developing and harnessing their strategic capabilities in the present day competitive 

business environment. Thi study will provide insight on some of the challenges that may 

be faced in the de elopment and implementation of their trategic plans and how they can 

avoid them. The authorities will strive to avoid the pitfalls and capitalize on the 

strengths. 

Other organizations can also find use in developing their unique strategic capabilities that 

shall not be easily be imitable and thus create their own individual finn competitive 

advantages. The government and regulators of the media industry will also find 

invaluable information in how strategic capabilities can be adopted and as a result put in 

place policies that will guide and encourage other organizations within and without the 

indu try in implementing their trategies. 
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For a d micians, thi tudy will [I rm the foundati n upon which other related and 

replicated studies can be based n. Invest rs can at gain an in ight on the bu iness and 

its trategic p iti n within the envir nment, which can assist them in determining their 

m tment viability. 
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HAP T 0: LIT T REREVIE 

2.1 Introduction 

Thi chapter provide infonnati n from publi ations on topic r lated t the reseal' h 

problem. It examine what ari u scholars and authors have aid about the role of 

strategic capabiliti as a trategic t ol. The chapter i divided into five main area : 

concept f trategy re urce b ed iew (RBV) strategic capabilities, competiti e 

advantage and finally the role of strategic capabilitie n a firm's competitive advantage. 

2.2 The Concept of strategy 

Strategy is seen by many as the main driver of competitive advantage (Larsen et a/., 

1998). A number of research studies indicate that mall firms using strategic planning 

performed better than non-strategic planning firms (Naffziger and Mueller, 1999). Others 

found that' strategic orientated" maHer firms were likely to have significant capability to 

grow, expand, innovate and intr duce new products to the market place (Joyce et a/. 

1996), and achieve greater profitability (Roper, 1997). Strategy i also considered as one 

of the most effecti e ways for fums regardless of size or sector, to cope with the change 

in the bu iness environment A strategy, in essence i the articulation of the means by 

which an organization endeavor to convert its intentions into organizational capability in 

order to take advantage of its external opportunities and to minimize the threats that it 

faces. This involves configuration of resources as well a the development of an 

environment capable of supporting the intentions articulated in the strategic plan. 

Organizational capability is the outcome of the implementation of the strategic plans. 
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The con ept of strat gy embraces the verall purp e of an organization. It is the 

determinati n of the ba ic l ng-term goals and objectives of an enterprise adoption of 

courses of acti n and the allocati n of r urces nece ary for carrying ut th e goals. 

Gole 2005) proposes that trategic management is a proces directed by t p 

management to determine the fundamental aims or goals of the organization, and ensure a 

range f decisi ns which will allow for the achievement f tho e aims or g als in the 

long-term while providing for adaptive responses in the short-term. The three core areas 

f corporate strategy as outlined by G le (2005) encompas es: strategy analy is, strategy 

development and strategy implementation. Strategic analysi deals with examining tl1e 

environment within which the organization operates. 

According Pearce and Robinson (2007) strategy formulation is concerned with 

determining where the organization i , where it wants to go and how to get there. It 

involves carrying out situation analy is that leads to setting of objectives. Vision and 

mission statements are crafted and overall corporate objectives, strategic business unit 

objectives and tactical objectives are also developed. Strategy implementation is the 

process of allocating resources to support an organization's chosen strategies. This 

process includes the various management activities that are necessary to put strategy in 

motion and institute strategic control that monitor progress and ultimately achieve 

organizational goals. Strategy evaluation includes review of external and internal factors 

that are bases for trategies formulated, measuring performance and taking corrective 

action, if necessary. This is important as all strategies are subject to future modification 
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dep nding on nvironm ntal turbulence (R bbin and C ulter (1996). 

Higgins (2 7) on hi part d crib trategic implementation as the proces of allocating 

resources t upport ho en trategies. This proce s includes the various management 

activitie that are necessary to put strategy in motion and institute trategic controls that 

monitor pr gress and ultimately achie e organizational goals. Further the tudies points 

out that aJm st all the management functions- planning controlling organizing motivating, 

leading directing integrating, c mmunication and innovation- are in some degree applied 

in implementation proce . 

According to Hill and Jones (2001) a ·trategy consists of five separate but interdependent 

pha es: establi hment of organizational intent, strategic analysis, strategy formulation 

(the strategic planning process), trategy deployment and monitoring/evaluation. The 

contention that the development f strategy consists of several interrelated phases is well 

supported in the literature .The strategic planning phase, apart from the central role that it 

play in the development and implementation of a robust strategic plan, lend itself more 

readily to the development of constructs suitable for use in questionnaires. Content on 

the other band is organization dependent and more difficult to reduce to generic 

constructs of the type u ed in survey research. 
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2.3 Re ource-based ie~ and . trategic capabilitie 

Res urc are defmed a : ' tocks f l'll wledge, physical assets, human capital, and other 

tangible and intangible factors that a bu ines owns r controls, which enable a finn to 

produce efficiently and/or effectively, market offerings that have value for me market 

egmen ' ( apr n and Hulland, 1999, p. 42). A similar definition is given by Barney 

(2001) who among others noted that the u e of resources has many potential advantages 

for firms such as the achievement of greater efficiency and therefore lower co ts, 

increased quality and the possibility f greater market share and/or profitability (Collis, 

1994). 

The resource-based vjew (RBV) i a business management tool used to determine the 

strategic re ources available to a company. The fundamental principle of the RBV is that 

the basi for a comp titive advantage of a finn lies primarily in the application of the 

bundle of valuable resources at the firm's disposal (Wemerfelt, 1984, p172; Rumelt, 

1984, p557-558). To transform a short-run competitive advantage into a sustained 

competitive advantage requires that these resourc are heterogeneous in nature and not 

perfectly mobile (Peteraf, 1993, p 180). Effectively, this translates into valuable re ources 

that are neither perfectly imitable nor substitutable without great effort (Barney, 

1991:pll7). Ifthe e conditions hold. the finn's bundle of resources can assi t the finn 

sustaining abo e average returns. 
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The r urce-based 1 w of stratt:gy regard strategic (rather than economic) resource a 

fmn p ifi and difficult for rivals t buy or c py (Barney, 1986 and which have value 

to managers in influencing the directi n and growth of a firm (Ghoshal and Bartlett 

1997). This view understands trategi resources as tangible and intangible as ets that 

when c mbined will help to constitute a firm's competitive advantage (Teece, 2007). The 

ofter componen of organizational re ources, uch as staff and skills, and how the e are 

managed in operational teamwork again t top-level targets and longer-term strategy, are 

central to the management of strategic resources. 

The resource-based view regard the firm as a cognitive ystem, which is characterized 

by idiosyncratic and context-dependent competences that are core to strategic purpose. 

These are conditioned by hierarchical capabilities, or sets of routines, involved in the 

management of the firm' core business processes that help to create value. Competence 

typically involve the development f pecialist expertise, and firms may become locked 

into a trajectory that is difficult to change effectively in the short to medium-term 

(Tushman and Anderson, 1986). The premises of the resource-ba ed view is that 

successfuJ fmn develop di tinctive capabilities on which their future competitivenes 

will be based; which capabilities are often idiosyncratic or unique to each firm, and may 

also be tacit and intangible in nature (such as knowledge) (see Teece et a/., 1991). 

Competitive advantage is een t be founded on a complex of competences, capabilities, 

skills and strategic assets possessed by an organization, or in other words from the astute 

management of physical and intellectual resources which form the core capability of the 
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u in s. T ece et a/. (1991) defme core capabilitie a a set of differentiated ·kill , 

mplementary as et , and r utines that pr vide the basi for a finn s competitive 

capacities and tainable advantage in a particular business". Such capabilities or c re 

competenc s are not built on di crete independent kills but are "the ynthesi of a variety 

of skill te hnologies and knowledge streams" (Hamel and Prahalad, 1994). 

The RBV embraces a fmn level of analysis. but does not completely depart from 

indu trial organization asswnpti ns (Barney and uchi, 1986). According t McGahan 

and Porter (1997), although the two approaches may be viewed as compatible in some 

respects conflict between IO and the RBV ultimately concern the relative influence of 

industry and firm factors on business performance. A tudy by McGahan and Porter 

(1997) showered that indu try fa tors accounted for 19 percent of the variance in 

profitability within specific industry categories, and that the difference varied 

ubstantially across industries. Powell ( 1996) sugge ted that industry factors ace unt for 

between 17 and 20 percent of variance in fum performance. Short et al., (2007),on the 

assessment of firms in 12 industries uggested that firm-level effects on performance are 

generally the strongest, but that strategic group and industry effects are also significant. 

Henderson and Mitchell (1997) n ted that resolving the firm-industry conflict might not 

be po sible because organizational capabilities, competition, strategy, and performance 

are fundamentally endogenous. Any attempt to build on the merits of both the 10 and 

resource-based perspectives must account for the varying degrees of influence of both 

industry factors and firm resources on performance (Claver-Cortes eta/., 2004). 
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2.4 trate ic apabilitie 

An or anization' resource. - incl ding irs as ets and kill - represent the urce fits 

oundation fi r ustainable competiti e advantage Bowman and Ambrosini, 2003). 

According to Pandza and Thorpe 2009) strategists should seek to shape transform, and 

combine these r urces into strategic capabilities, which in tum drive strat~gic ·uccess. 

The noti n of trategic capabilities i conceptually linked to the resource based view 

(RB a both perspective emphasize the development of idiosyncratic aptitudes that 

cannot be readily mimicked by competitors. Scholars folJowing the Strategic resource 

based view SRBV) or dynamic capabilities approach (DCA) view resources as 

transitory, typically following a lifecycle behavior spanning emergence through various 

stages including growth, renewal, and eventual retirement (Helfat and Peteraf 2003). In 

addition, other scholars from the organizational economics perspective - integrating 

perspectives such as agency theory, incentive , transaction costs theory, and even 

property rights theory - have utilized industrial organization-based tools to examine 

performance at the firm level of analy is (Boxall and Gilbert, 2007). 

An Organization's strategic capability needs to be assessed relative to its c mpetitors, 

ince a sustained competitive advantage the aim of strategy, entails gaining and 

sustaining a competitive position over competitors following the same conceptual 

foundation, the DCA extends strategic capabilities by emphasizing the transitory nature 

of both organizational resources and external influences. Capabilities are the building 
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block for c re c m etencies C ulter, 2 2) and are usually embedd d in the finn and 

require tb time and ignificant res urces t change. rganizational capabilities are 

c nun nly defined a a firm s capacity to deploy its assets tangible or intangible t 

p rform a ta k or cti ity t impr ve performance (Lorenzoni and Lipparini 1999). 

inter (2003) suggest that a capability compri e a large chunk of activity that enable 

outputs that clearly matter to the organization' urvival and pro periry. Recent resource

ba ed writings stress that the uniqueness of firm's r ources and capabilities are not 

sufficient to sustain competitive ad antage. Fiol (2001, p. 692) further agrees and 

remarks that ' both the skill /resources and the way organizations use them must 

constantly change, leading to the creation of continuously changing temporary 

advantages". This uggest that it is the way resources are configured and not the 

capabilities a such that is the source of competitive advantage. C nfigurati n is pecific 

to each organization and will relate to their corporate strategic thinking. Accordingly, 

finns can achieve temporary advantage, which can achieve a longer time frame by 

constant resource reconfiguration t meet the changing markets demands. Mintzberg et 

a/. (1998, p. 83 tate that only "a few key trategies - as positions in the economic 

market place - are de irable in any given industry: ones that can be defended against 

existing and future competitors". Thi means that strategy has a narrow focus in the 

positioning school and is seen as generic rather than having a unique perspective. 
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In thi d.i cu si n it i ery important t gi e i ights n r ource - ba ed vi w and its link 

t trategic capabiliti . R ource are ddined as: " t cks of kn wledge, physical a s ts 

human capital and other tangible and intangible fa t rs that a busines own r controls, 

which enable a firm to uce, effici~ntly and/or effecti ely, market offerings that have 

value for om market egments .. ( apron and Hulland 1999, p. 42). A similar definition 

is given by Barney (2001 ) who am ng others n ted that the u e of resources has many 

potential ad antage for firms such as the achievement of greater efficiency and therefore 

lower co ts, increased quality and the possibility of greater market share and/or 

profitability (Collis 1994). 

The resource-based view of strategy regards strategic (rather than economic) resources as 

firm specific and difficult for rival to buy or copy (Barney 1986) and which have value 

to managers in influencing the direction and growth of a firm (Gho hal and Bartlett, 

1997). This view under tands strategic re ources as tangible and intangible assets that 

when combined will help t constitute a fum's competitive advantage (Teece, 2007). The 

s fter comp nents of organizational resources, such a taff and skill , and how these are 

managed in operational teamwork against lop-level targets and longer-term strategy, are 

central to the management of strategic resource . 

The resource-based view regards the firm as a cognitive system, which is characterized 

by idiosyncratic and context-dependent cumpetences that are ore t strategic purpose. 

These are conditioned by hierarchical capabilitie or sets of routines, invol ed in the 
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managem nt f th finn' core busin s proc s that help to create value. C mpetences 

typically in ol e the de el pment of speciali t experti , and firm may become locked 

into a trajectory that i difficult to change effectively in the hort to medium-term 

(Tu hman and Anderson, 1986). The premi es f the resource-ba ed view i that 

uccessful firm develop distinctive capabiliti on which their future competitiven s 

will be based; which capabiJities are often iclio yncratic or unique to each firm, and may 

al o be tacit and intangible in nature ( uch as knowledge) (see Teece et a/., 1991). 

Competitive advantage i seen to be founded on a complex of competences, capabilities, 

skills and strategic assets possessed by an organization, or in other words from the astute 

management of physical and intellectual resources which form the core capability of the 

business. Teece et a/. (1991) define core capabilities as 'a set of differentiated skills, 

complementary assets, and routines that provide the basis for a firm's competitive 

capacities and sustainable advantage in a particular business". Such capabilities or core 

cornpetences are not built on discrete independent skills but are "the synthesis of a variety 

of skills, technologies and knowledge treams' (Hamel and Prahalad 1994). 

The RBV embraces a finn level of analysis, but does not completely depart from 

industrial, orgaruzation assumption (Barney and Ouchi, 1986). According to McGahan 

and Porter (1997), although the two approaches may be viewed as compatible in some 

respects, conflicts between 10 and the RBV ultimately concern the relative influence of 

industry and finn factors on business p rformance. A study by McGahan and Porter 

(1997) showered that industry fact rs accounted for 19 percent of the variance in 
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profitability within pecific indu nry categ rie and that the difference varied 

ub tantially acr ss industri . P well (I 96 suggested that indu try fact rs account 6 r 

bt:tween 17 and 20 percent of variance m firm per£ nnan e. Sh rt et al., (2007), n the 

a e ment of firm in 12 industries suggested that fmn-level effects on perf! rmance are 

generally the strongest but that trategic group and indu try effects areal o significant. 

Hende on and Mitchell 1997) n ted that resolving the firm-industry confli t might n t 

be possible because organizational capabilities competition, strategy and performance 

are fundamentally endogenous. Any attempt to build on the merits of both the IO and 

re ource-based perspectives mu t account for the varying degrees of influence of b tb 

industry factors and firm resources on performance (Claver-Corte eta/., 2004). 

2.5 Competitive Advantage 

Competitive advantage is the ability of a fum to earn return on investment consistently 

above the average for the industry (Porter 1985). On his part, Barney (1991) observed 

that competitive advantage can be achieved if the firm implements a value-creating 

strategy that i not imultaneou y being implemented by any current or potential 

competit rs. According to Me o and Smith (2000) su tained competitive advantage 

results from strategic assets; which Barney (1991) regards as those that are internally 

controlled and permit the firm to formulate and implement strategies that expand it 

efficiency and effectiveness. ompetilive advantage is thus dependant not, a 

traditiona1ly as umed, on such bases as natural resources, technology r economies f 
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cale, in th e are incre ingly ~ y t inutate. Rather, c mpetitive ad antage is 

a cording to the r urce bas vie :o~, dependant n the aluable, rare, and hard-to-imitate 

r ou e that reside within an organization til and Kul isaechana 2 04 . They are 

indeed the a e which Stewart (1997, p.56) referred to 'invisible as et " which in real 

sen e is intellectual capitaL 

According to Tov tiga and Tulugurova (2009) a finn's competitive advantage and 

p rformance are largely influenced by its intellectual capital. However, Ligin (20 1 0) 

n tes that there is far from enough empirical re earch investing the practical role of 

competitive advantage on the relati n hip between intellectual capital and performance. 

Most previou literature addr sing intellectual capital has ignored the significance of 

competitive advantage on the relationship between intellectual capital and organizational 

performance (Chang and Lee 2008. However, in competitive environments, it i not 

enough for a fum to have only the capability of selecting strategic alternatives and 

organizing marketing resources to deliver a sustainable competitive advantage -these 

re ources mu t be deployed (Jiang, 2002). In addition a firm must establish new 

competitive advantages and shape the development of the market via two types of 

competitive tyles namely; competition through the resources of the traditional 

marketing en ironment and c mpetiti n by transcending the traditional marketing 

en ironment. 
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cholars wh adhere t a r urce a ed iew f th finn belie e that re urce 

c ntribut to comp itive advantage but nly ' hen a fum po es valuable scarce, 

inimitable and irrepl ceable res urces. Barney ( 1991) bserves that parti ular 

mbinati ns of these resourc deliv r a parti ular type of competitive ad antage. He 

sugg ted that not all of a finn' resourc hold the potential to deliver an competitive 

advantage. Rather, the firm' re ource must po e the attributes of rarene s, value the 

inability to b imitated and inability to be ub tituted if an S A is to be realized. 

However, in the real world f busine it i unlikely that all firms will have the capacity 

to pos ess or access all the res urces that satisfy Barney's (1991) conditions. In additi n, 

finns may not have the capacity to utilize these resources in the right combination even if 

they were accessed in an appropriate manner. On hi part Oliver 1997), argues that both 

resources and institutional capital are indispensable to creating an SCA. The capability

based view of the finn al o moves a step closer to understanding how enterprises develop 

and maintain their ources of competitive advantage. Hence for a firm to be assured of a 

sustainable development, it must identify its competitive advantage variables and bame s 

the same to a maximum benefit. 

2.6 Role of strategic capability on a firms Competitive advantage 

According Teece et al., 1997) the ability to build effective capabilities is a significant 

driver of performance. Capabilitie are nurtured and devel ped within a firm in order to 

enhance its performan e and also react or anticipate market movements. An effective 

performance measurement system ought t over all aspects of performance that are 
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r levant f4 r the t:xi ten e an rganil8tion and the means by hich it achieves su ces 

and gr wth Kaplan and 1996). a result any perform nee mea urement y t m 

ought to includ more than just financial measures. 

Luo and Park (2001 a ses eel th degree of atisf: eli n with a range of performance 

outcomes ari ing fr m individual fact rs used in the trategic pr ess and identified a 

number of parameters that are c nsidered to be imp rtant namely: fmancial (overall 

financial performance); customer orientation (cu tomer sati faction, customer retention 

and market share); organizational effectiven s (short-term performanc , long-term 

performance avoid problem areas); and innovation (introduction of new products). 

Andersen et a!. (2001) suggest that linking strategic objectives with performance helps 

with the articulation of causality. They tate that this approach has clear advantages such 

as helping small- and medium-sized organizations to gain a thorough understanding of 

strategy by rai ing the awareness f strategy throughout the entire organization and by 

providing a focus to enhance the achievement ofthe strategic objectives. 

Walker et al. (2002) state that to achieve desired performance levels a firm' capabilities 

and the resour es available to it must interact p itively with the requirements of the 

fmn's markets. Both capabilitie and market requirement need to be clearly defmed and 

explicit. Arguably, both need active consideration during the strategy formulation stage. 

A key concern in the emerging strategic performance management in the current business 

environment is the need for organizations to implement systems and frameworks that not 
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only deliver perfonnan tmpr -.ement (Witcher and Chau, 200 ), but al o the ability to 

contr 1 them again ·t t p le el targ ts ( hau and Witcher 2005). This remains the case 

for both commercial and regulated publi ector companies (Cbau, 2009). 

According to eely and Adams (2001 ), a number of auditing framework have been 

de eloped t address the issues though they b erved that they seem to fall hort in their 

ability to thoroughly and realistically give executive a view of competences at the 

operational level. This strategy-operations disconnect wa also noted by Henry Mintzberg 

who noted that ' many enior managers are removed from the ongoing daily activities of 

their organization ... [so] we get grand and gloriously simple-minded strategies .. . [and] 

we have more and more disconnect between senior management and the rest of the 

organizati n" (de Holan and Mintzberg 2004, pp. 206-208). 

Barnard (1998) did ob erve that it has long been considered important to ha e a strong 

interconnection of interactions within an organization. This therefore reinforces the 

importance of organizational audits in the performance management and organizational 

studies, and that employee participation is a strong predictor of organizational 

performance (Wagner, 1994). Thu the concern of an executive team is not to review the 

effectivenes of operations, but to gajn an understanding of how activities at an 

operational level play their parts in the success of strategy at an operational level. In 

consideration of the need of people development and development, the EFQM observed 

that there is need: "implement the organization's policies, strategies, objectives and plans 
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. .. [to] r ruit and de el p th ir p ple to match th e c mp tend and acti ely and 

p itively upport them thr ugh ut ... t realize and unl ck their full potential ... [and] 

prepar p ple to meet and adapt t the changes required of them both in terms of 

op rati nal chang and pe n I capabiHti (EFQM 1999, p. 7 . 

While mu h i aid about the need to en ure that staff develop themselves and to align 

their capabilitie with the organization' top-down policies, there i no allowance for top 

management to learn how the e c mpetency shortfall should be adjusted for in their 

formation of strategy (back at the t p level). This is a key component in the re ource

ba ed view of strategy, where human capital is seen as an important strategic resource of 

the rganization in its achievement of competitive advantage (Barney, 199 J ). 

Thi shortfall is as much to do with team management as it is with review frameworks 

being able to conduct review that are strategic. The literature on general team 

management has equally overlo ked the important relationship of internal dynamics to 

organizational performance (Bititci and Carrie, 1998), and their effective use for team 

performance management (Zig n, 1997). After all, if measuring team performance i 

es entia! to team success as noted by Logan( 1995) then equally important must be the 

identification of team performance gap - that is, the strategy-operations disconnect -

and bow to close them (Hacker and Lang 2000). 
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According to Prahalad and Hamel ( 1990) ri k is manageable if core competencie are 

u ed to d velop core product (in the firm of firm-specific experti e and resources) that 

can erve unrelated markets. Th e c r are-a are managed thr ugh core competencies, 

which they deftne a the abiliti of employees to learn h w to develop and manage the 

integration of technologie thr ugh cross-functional management and collaborati e 

w rlcing. Stalk (1992), did n te how Japan e firms have had a long history of 

coJiaborative form of cro -functional management as part of ho hin kanri philosophy. 

Ho hin kanri is, in a resource-based view ense a dynamic capability for the 

management (and configuration of core competences ver time. However, a was noted 

by talk (1992 , most of the c mmentary on the Prahalad and Hamel w rk mis es the 

point that it is not the core products and core competencies that provide the strategic 

capability, but a higher order dynamic capability. 

2. 7 Factors that influence development of trategic capabilities 

Strategic capabilities are perhaps the mo t dynamic of organizational knowledge 

capabilities-a, these must be developed specifically in order to build a high degree of 

responsiveness, and a willingness to re-examine continually the frameworks and implicit 

mental models of individual and organizational strategic thinking. There are various 

factors that influence development of strategic capabilities. 

Superior performance, according to J hnson and Scholes (2003), ha to be determined by 

the way in which company's resources are deployed to create competence in the 
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organizati nal activiti re c mpetencies are activities r proc se that critically 

underpin the company' omp titiv advantage. The primary target for the company is t 

recognize that com etition between bu ines es is as much a race for competence a it is 

for market po ilion and market power. Therefore, the goal fl r a firm i to focus the 

attention on competencies that really affect competitive advantage. 

The competence lead to levels of performance from an activity or process that is 

significantly better than competitors. Benchmarking may help in understanding 

perfonnance standards and what constitutes good or bad performance. Core competences 

may be embedded deep in a fum at an operational level in the work routines. The 

framework developed by Prahalad and Hamel,(l990) sugge ts that over time companies 

may devel p key areas f expertise which are distinctive to that company and critical to 

the company's long term growth .It is therefore a valid argument that devel pment and 

retention of core competencies over time builds unrivalled expertise and hence influence 

to a great level the development f strategic capabilities of a firm. 

Prahald's and Hamel' 1990 appr ach tates that core competencies should change in 

response to changes in the company's environment and be flexible and evolve over time. 

Therefore, a finn needs to adapt to new rapidly changing circumstance and 

opportunities, so its core competencies will have to adapt and change. The example of 

this wa when the company has launched its loyalty card and went into banking. 
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Human r urce manag rnent i re arded as up and downstream activity covering 

ev rything rom recruitment to management devel pment Barney, J.B., 19 6a). The 

company aim to increa e the number of training chemes and further develop its 

recruitment programmes to pass on t the customer the benefits of a well recruited 

well trained staff, not th co ts .Re earch done of Tesco has shown that investment in 

pr per recruitment and training is the beginning f development of strategic capabilities 

unique to the firm. 0 er time thi creates s lid human capital which according to 

Barne~righL M.; Ketchen~OOl) these are kills and capabilities of the 

people in the organization. 

According to Sirmon. 0.~1, an~eland (2007) technology development 

is a downstream activity and is the ability to provide new innovative pr duct ranges/ 

solutions that anticipate cu t mer needs. It al o remains a key competitive advantage, 

adding value. Howe er, installation and capital investment is a long term process and 

need total commitment of the staff. This means technology development which i well 

roll out to tafT influences development of strategic capabilities which is only unique to a 

fum hence creating competitive advantage. Technological development is a product of 

structural capital which by and large i the Organizational infrastructure. This is a str ng 

factor that leads to the development of strategic capabilities. 

Hoopes, D.G.; Madsen T.L.; Walker G. (2003) approach tates that, creating 

knowledge organization is a big factor that influence development of strategic 
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cap bilities m any finn. This means t a fim1 knowledge i a primary resour ·e and s urce 

of diffi rentiation. Thi is m st obvi u ly true in ervices and information-based 

industri , ut it can and often i -applicable in indu try ect rs . The new field of 

intellectual capital has been developed specifically in order to understand the nature and 

value of the intangible a sets which are the foundation of the productive capacity of 

knowledge-based organizati ns. Capturing and sharing knowledge is necessary £ r 

knowledge organizations to de elop their capabilities and maintain or enhance their 

competitiveness.(Rugman A.M.; Verbeke A. (2002). To a large degree thi involves the 

interplay between human capital and structural capital: if knowledge i effectively 

captured this means that human capital is converted to structural capital, while for people 

to be most effective at their functions they need to tap knowledge which has been 

captured as information. Knowledge captured as structural capital can include both 

databases of information, as well a processes which enable people to perform tasks more 

effectively. 

According to Hoopes D.G.; Madsen, T.L.; Walker, G. (2003) generating knowledge in 

other words innovati n is essential to knowledge organizations, a the value f 

knowledge is ephemeral, and organizati ns must continually create new kn wledge in 

order to develop and maintain their competitivenes . Another perspective on generating, 

capturing and sharing knowledge is that it is the means to achie e the greatest 

productivity from the organization' intellectual capital resomces, and its information 

inputs. 
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akadok, R. 2001) has strongly argues that individual kills and beha iours influences 

development of strategic capabilitie in a firm. The effectiveness of knowledge 

workers- whate er the fidd in which they w rk epends on their ba ic infi nnati n 

and knowledge skills. Since their ta k are dealing with information, adding value to that, 

and u ing it to create value for others in ide or out ide the organization, their abilities at 

these tasks are intrinsic to the organizati n's knowledge capabilities. Makadok. R. (2001) 

further adds that these knowledge skill include filtering information overload, reading 

and note-taking, analysis synthesizing ideas and infonnation, communicating concepts 

and knowledge to others, and of course .kills in using technology. While high-level 

professionals may be already excellent at these tasks, their skills can always be developed 

further. Organizations should embed development of these fundamental knowledge skills 

into all of their internal training and development programmes. 

Organizational skills and behaviours is another fact r that influences development of 

strategic capaoilities(Collins, Da id J. (1994). Even when the other three fields are well 

developed, if an organization culture and internal behaviours do not support its 

knowledge capabilities, these will remain largely ineffective. People may have the 

infrastructure and ability to share knowledge and work effectively with others within 

knowledge processes, however they al o require the motivation to do so, and ultimately 

this depends n the organizational culture and the behaviours manifested. S me of the 

key enabler are leade hip, remuneration and recognition. 
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Barney, J.B., 19 6b), argu · lh t the corporate culture of an rganization has to c ntinue 

e lving in a way that engende If-initiative and a c llective en e f ownership on the 

part of indi iduals. The integr ti n of e erythiog fr m knowledge and learrung, to the 

way work get d ne in the organization, will require significant behavioral changes in the 

manner in which work i performed. Receptive corporate culture would heavily influence 

development of strategic capabilities. 
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3.1 Re earch De ign 

The research design was a case rudy. A case study is an in-depth inve tigation of an 

indi idual institution or phenomenon. The primary purpose f a case study was to 

determine factors and relationships among the factor that r ulted in the behavior under 

study. The research tudy was adopted in this particular tudy since not all the target 

population of the study was knowledgeable of the role of strategic capabilities in 

enhancing competitive advantage. In light of this therefore, a case study design wa 

deemed the best design to fulfill the objective of the study as the results was expected to 

provide an insight in understanding h w the organization uses its trategic capabilities in 

remaining competitive in the changing media industry. It is through an interview with 

some selected persons concerned with identification and harnessing of the organizations 

competitive advantage that the researcher was able to identify how the organization ha 

utilized its strategic capabilities to enhance its' competitive advantage. As a result of this 

a case study research design was th appropriate design. 

3.2 Data ollection 

The study made use of primary data which was collected through a face to face interview 

with the researcher. An interview guide was used to collect data on strategic capabilitie 

used by the organization in gaining competitive ad antage. An interview guide was a et 

of questions that the interviewer a ked when interviewing. The interview guide wa 
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divided into four inc 8 Africa operates fr m different countri in Africa, 

the researcher empl yed Vid nference, Confi renee caU and face t face meeting 

with the r pon ents that were acces ible. The re pondents interviewed were th se 

involved with formulation an implementation of organizati n's strategie . The 

researcher belie ed that it would be p s ible t btain data required to meet specific 

objective of the tudy. The interviewee were the top managers and functional heads in 

charge of finance and admini tration Planning and industrial relations, regional heads 

and editorial language services. These are considered to be key informants for this 

research. In addition the departments in which the intended respondents w rk in are the 

key host of strategic capabilities in the organization. The re ults will be expected to 

provide an insight in understanding how the company responds to the business challenges 

by employing internal strategic capabilities within the organization. 

3.3 Data Analysis 

The data obtained from the interview guide was analyzed qualitatively. Qualitative data 

analysis makes general tatements on how categories or themes of data are related. The 

qualitative analysis was adopted in this study because the researcher was able to describe, 

interpret and at the same time criticize the subject matter of the research since it wa 

difficult to do ~o numerically. The qualitative analysis wa done using content analysis. 

Content analysis is the sy tematic qualitative de cription of the compo ition of the 

objects or materials of the tudy. It involved observation and detailed description of 

objects, items or things that compri ed the object of study. 
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The theme variable ) that wer u ed in the analysis were br adly clas ified into two: 

trategic capabilitie in the fmn and h w the finn has utilized its trategic capabilitie in 

achie ing competiti e advantage. 
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CHAP R 0 :D ALY I, DI C 10 

4.1 Introduction 

The research objecti e were t e tablish h w trat gic capabilities has been barne sed t 

give competitive ad antage by British Broadca ting Corporati n-Global News, Afnca 

and also to establish the factors that influence the development of strategic capabilities. 

Thi chapter presents the analysi and finding with regard to the objective and 

discussion of the same. 

4.2 Respondents Proflle 

The respondents to the study comprised the senior managers and sectional beads in the 

regional offices in airobi, Kenya Ab ja, Nigeria London and Dakar, Senegal. In total, 

the researcher interviewed seven respondents ut of eight that had been intended to be 

interviewed in the research d ign. One of the respondents was not available during the 

interview period having travelled for work related assignments and was not available 

throughout the peri that data was collected. As a result the response rate was around 

87.5% and wa found to be adequate for the realization of the research objectives. 

The respondents comprised one seni r staff member from the fmance and administration, 

one from the planning and industrial relations, two regional heads and three heads of 

editorial language services. The senior leadership team interviewed is engaged with the 

formulation and implementation of the firms' strategies. Due to the need for managers to 
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increa e th ir acadcmi and p ~ sional qualificati n to cope with th e er changing 

dynamic f leade hip and managing busin s, all the r pondent had university 

degrees. The degre are in ariou fields uch a fr m communicati n, marketing 

finance, Busine administrati n and j umali m. 

The period of w rk experience ranged from 2 to 15 years and this experience was gained 

aero s a number of both local and international media hou es. With their olid 

background in the affairs of th~ organization and the industry, the respondents were 

found to be knowledgeable on the subject matter of the research and thu help in the 

realization of the research bjectives. 

4.3 The extent of trategic Capabilities resource at BBC Global ews
Africa 

The set of question under this area of the interview guide were tailored in establishing 

whether the firm ha in place a process of identifying and harnessing effectively the 

organizations trategic capabilities asset and e tablishing bow the same is achieved. 

The respondents were in agreement that the BBC has a structure that runs from its offices 

around the w rld to London through which it reaches out to its staff. It also invests 

heavily in training and a quisition of the latest technology to remain ahead of the 

competition. Staff from across the globe regularly work together in daily, weekly, and 

monthly editorial forums, or are brought together in strategic team to roll out 

development projects within BB . 
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The data al o br ught into p p ti e the b ervation by the respond nts that BB a an 

organization recognize the capabilities of its staff and th experti e that i available in 

the different section f the BBC . The basic objective of the organization is to 

dis eminate accurate, fair, objective and unbiased news to its audience. The organizati n 

uses the wealth of knowledge that is available in it correspondents pread all o er the 

particular area ' they broadcast. The Rausa ervice which broadcast mainly to West Africa 

has a sizeable number of correspondents and stringers spread in these areas, who are both 

knowledgeable of the area and have the expertise to report accurately from thl areas. 

When there is a big story coming out from this area, other ections of the BBC rely on the 

expertise available at the Hausa Service to give an informed view and analysi of what is 

happening to the rest of it audience. On the other hand, it was ob erved that French fi r 

Africa service employs the innovative ideas from its killed and well trained staff.BBC 

has a well structured framework f getting the best ideas and implementing them and 

ensuring the staff are recognized fi r the ideas. 

On the is ue of re ources, respondents observed that there are several resources that give 

BBC its strategic capabilities .The BBC i already a brand name in the continent, with 

well entrenched offices in key countries and regions. This wide presence in the African 

continent coupled with usage of English as main language provides it with a large 

audience because Engli his spoken in many countries in the continent. 
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In a<kliti n, BB m om regional languag such as Ki wahili in Ea t Africa 

and Hau a in W t Africa. In additi n it ha b en the policy ofBBC to recruit locals who 

understand local issues and have "Soft p wer" valu that the audience identifies with. 

The credibility f BB among the li teners was identified a a ource of strategic 

capability by the re pondents. The BBC ha the reputation of the most credible 

international new organization. therefore BBC Global ews, Africa can leverage on this 

to give it a competiHve edge in the world. Other ections of the BBC are a big resource 

for BBC Global ews, Africa. The Chile story wouldn't have been told without the 

experti e of the BBC Americas. Recognizing the development of technology in the world 

and keeping pace with the development y providing products that are compatible to the 

new media will definitely give BBC competitive advantage. French for Africa service is 

strategically located in Senegal to coordinate the big stories in Africa. The other 

resources would be very experienced and well trained j umalists with profes ional 

experience spanning many years, the mix of staff who are young and old for the purpose 

of mentoring. 

There was confonnity among the respondents that the biggest resource available at the 

disposal of BBC Global ews, Africa in the current competitive world is its staff. There 

is no alternative to a well trained and knowledgeable man power in the business news and 

current Affairs. The respondents observed that BBC Global News, Africa has a rugbJy 

skilled and specialized editorial team which ensures a unique competitive advantage 
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regularly interpreting the world in a c nci e f: hi n to our cu t m rs unlike what can be 

consi tently btained fr m anywhere else. 

On the question of if there is a d liberate effort by BBC Global ew , Africa to nature 

and develop human resource capabiliti the respondents were in agreement that The 

BBC invests heavily in training fits personnel. There is deliberate and well tructured 

training both in language ervices in Africa and in the BB head ffice in UK. Staff as 

well are encouraged t have a development plan for their career aspirations. These 

fmdings are sii:nilar to the tudy of Teece et al (1991) in which they concluded that for 

core competencies to be useful to the rganizations, they should be differentiated and 

continuously developed in order to provide the basi of the firms competitive capacities 

and sustainable advantage. 

Being a media hou e and dealing with technology, it has to keep abreast with 

technological innovations. Training i tailored to suit staff at all levels of employment. 

They further pointed out that BBC Global News; Africa runs some of the most extensive 

training course in the media world, Africa included. It also runs competitive recruitment 

, eek to recruit taff from all backgrounds; bas an informative induction process· treats 

all staff fairly; and supports development of staff.BBC also has in place sizable training 

budget available to grow the stafrs skill ets as well as their personal competencies and 

professional capabilitie is well utilized The example given by the respondents was 

attachments to different po ition and places including other international offices and 
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trips to the K headquarters. with other ecti ns of the BBC the college of journalism 

erv a the training college n r m st of DBC Global ews Africa joumali ts. However 

as the va t majority of what the BBC d depends on the p ple on the ground the BBC 

through the feedback y tern ba continued to supp rt staff that are n t able to regularly 

update their knowledge through the c Uege of joumali m. 

On the i ue of whether BB s' strategic capabilities could be copied, the respondent ' 

answers revealed that strategic capabilities within BB are structures which have been 

developed over a long period. While they may be replicated elsewhere they may not be 

easily copied. These structures have b~ome part of the BBC culture and perhaps the be t 

way of passing such kills to other organizati ns (competitors) is to have transferrable 

skills. This view was shared by all respondents who noted that much of the strategic 

capabilities within BBC is within the culture of the organization. The brand f BBC is its 

reputation for impartiality and thus a trusted source of accuracy and independence in the 

media industry. These virtues they identified take time to inculcate and internalize and to 

test in different circumstances. It was als observed that it would be difficult to replicate 

the transfer of skills becau e this c sts a lot of money and due to the economic downturn 

many countries are scaling d wn in o erseas. However, the respondents noted that orne 

of the organization capabilities can be copied but could not tell with some degree of 

certainty how long the organization can keep on protecting its core competencies from 

imitation by the competitors. They noted that with the world becoming a global village 

and recruitment dri e by other media houses as Al-Jazeera Arabic Voice of America and 
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crv it i likely that orne f the Jganization capabilities could be imitated or 

tran ferred to competito fr m mpl yee switching job . As a result f the po sibility of 

the organizations strategic capabiliti eing imitated by competitors the r pondent 

were in agreement that both the skills and re urces and the way the organization u e 

them must constantly change leading to the creation of continuously changing temporary 

advantages. This view i shared by Fiol (2001) when he observed that trategic 

capabilities hould alway adapt to the changing operating environment that an 

organization i in. 

There was agreement that there is a deliberate move by BBC Global New , Africa to 

shape, transform and combine these resour es to achieve sustainable competitive 

advantage and indeed there are the tep taken to implement .For instance respondents 

bserved that there has been restructuring of priorities employment benefits, staffing and 

training. There is al o sharing of learning and experiences across several offices across 

Africa for example Abuja Office Manager visiting Nairobi M nitoring and East Africa 

Bureau to shadow work already done in Nairobi be£ re the role-out in Ahuja. There was 

also agreement that The recent drive for streamlining the activities of the BBC Global 

ews, African language services is the fir t attempt to combine a rich resource in to one, 

which will be unrivalled by any international media. The Language groups have all being 

brought in to one place under the leadership of an Africa BBC Editor. The merged 

meetings between various language ervices which are done twice a day and coordinated 

from London help to build ynergy and complimentary skills. It as well enhances 
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diversity in deli ery f ervices. 1 hi b. ervati n by the respondents can ben ted to be 

in line with the tudy by Walker 2 2) wh con luded that for an rganizati n to 

achie e d ired performance r ults a firm' capabilitie and the resources available to it 

must interact po iti ely with the requirements of the firm' market and their 

requirements be defined clearly and explicitly. 

Organizational risk management process will be able to achie e its objective when there 

is in place an elaborate mechanism of carrying the same. The respondents noted that 

journalism is a risky bu iness that can lead to the closure of the media through law suits 

and pressure from the public. As a result the respondents pointed out that the organization 

offers a go d working environment to the journalist and also ensures that BB adopts the 

best practices in journalism where accuracy, objectivity, balanced and putting the 

audience first. In addition, the resp ndents noted that BBC ha endeavored to keep staff 

informed of aU key developments, plus seeking the input of staff where needed through 

encouraging the employees to pre ent their views to aid the realization of key business 

objectives. 

The realization of an effective management of t.rategic capabilities in an organization 

requires employee participation and willingness to participate in the aU exercise. All the 

respondents that participated in the study noted that with the organization recognizing the 

importance of its tafi in the enhancement of the organization s core competencies, BB 

recognizes that where there is good communication of the problems and efforts made at 
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mapping ut pr th re will a c mm n p rati nal ide of the bu ine and wiU 

impact on th c re utput and a heightened desire t maintain trust with audiences r 

ustomers. H we er the res ndents ob erved that in s me in tan the alue placed 

by the organizati n on internal ervice pr iders has not b n up to expectation and as a 

result, when taff is asked to c ntribute, th ir participation ha been minimal in uch 

points. In addition it was pointed out that for instance in Dakar office· they feel there is a 

high degree of employee participation. There are various editorial and regional meetings 

where staffs are freely invited to give their views and feedback on i sues. As a result 

these measures do go a long way in increasing the performance of the organization. BBC 

was identified a an organization that ha opened a two way c mmunication, in which 

affs are able to contribute. They gave an example of a recent pension's crisis where the 

management was able to come up with a third alternative to the options available after 

consultation with tafT. The teamw rk exhibited by the management and employees in 

BBC is in tandem with the observation by Teece (2007) who noted that softer 

components of organizati nal re ources, such as staff and skills should be managed in 

operational team work against top-level targets and a longer-term strategy are central to 

the management of strategic resource . 

The level of technology adopted by BB in the course of its business has been identified 

a one of key strategic capabWties. The respondents pointed out that as a media bouse; 

technology is at the h a1t of the BC op rations. Failure t adopt new technology would 

leave the organizati n vulnerable to delivering programmes of poor quality to it 
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audience throughout the w rid. Ius al means that, the rgaruzation is c ntinually 

looking t4 r n w techn logy t meet thl demand. It ther fore r ults in a lot of money 

being dir cted to techno! gy instead of putting it in manpower de elopment. As a r ult 

f thi deliberate move to ad pt n w technology, BB has introduced some of these in 

routine w rk; created pr gramme around new techno! gy· ad pted me of the 

technology in the delivery of its output. There i also training of staff in such 

technologies ahead of any investment in the same. The organization wa pointed out as 

having developed go ernance and compliance policy that is implified and et in a 

manual and electronic ystem that can be accessed by all staff and hence get guidance on 

particular situation. In addition it wa noted that the change in technology has meant that 

staff and so the organization has had to quickly adapt to provide content that i 

compatible with the new media. The ability of the organization to do this has increa ed it 

strategic capability offering material in a multimedia format. 

4.4 Strategic capabilities as a source of competitive advantage in the 
organization 

This section of questions in the interview gui e wi hed to tablish h w the strategic 

capabili ties identified by the resp ndent were used as a source of competitive advantage. 

The researcher wished to determine pecific competitive advantage points that have come 

out of these core competencies. 
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m the r ul tained, tb r pond nt:; ·h woo that they understand the c ncept f 

c mp titi e advantage. The r p ndents n ted thal t maintain cutting edg advantage 

against the comp tition an rganization had to ensure you it ha the best trained 

manpower and remunerate sta adequately. [t wa further noted that it' the nly way a 

business can tay afloat in an industry characterized by changing audience demand , fast

changing technology; declining r enu and an unpredictable world in term of politic . 

They noted that the audiences aU over the world have a wide variety of options to choose 

from and for the organization remain relevant in the current global media environment, 

the organization must have something different and unique to offer to its audience. 

Therefore competitive advantage is very important; otherwise an organization would n t 

have any survival chance. It will e apparent from the results of the e re pondents that 

they are in tandem with that of Meso and Smith (2000) when they ob erved that sustained 

competitive advantage results from strategic assets; which Barney (1991) regards as those 

that are internally controlled and permit the fum to formulate and implement strategies 

that expand its effi iency and effectiveness. 

On the question of which strategic capabilitie reside in the organization the respondents 

identified sev~ral innate core as et as well-trained staff, secure fmancial resources; 

business intelligence; up-to-date technology. The competencies include strategic 

leadership, creativity; resilience; uch taff needs to have extensive c ntacts and 

knowledge of their regi n · well versed v itb BBC values and customer needs, plus have 

an insight of the changes in techno I gy, audiences, and customer demands. 
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In additi n dive e mix o kno" kdge a well as analysis apabilitie · form the c re f 

what BB does. BB 's gl bal [I t-print and media contacts a r ss the c ntinent in 

practically all I ation allow a rich flavor f reponing the world from the perspective of 

persons in th se I cati n and not v hat can be termed a out iders t the region. A wide 

nerwork of corresponden es, killed taff r ource, ability t adapt to new technology and 

the built credibility of the rganization was al o identified as an internal strategic 

capability that provides BBC with the neces ary competitive advantage. Thus as Jiang 

(2002) pointed out , it is not enough for a finn to have only the capability of electing 

strategic alternatives and organizing marketing resources to deliver a ustainable 

c mpetitive advantage - these resources must be deployed to the right segment of an 

organization. 

The data collected from the question on to what extent do the organization resourc s 

deliver competitive advantage revealed that to a very large extent BBC Africa delivers 

competitive advantage not just sticking to ffering news. The BBC ffers expert 

analysis and goes a further step with interactivity in which audiences are allowed to 

contribute on issues that affects them. Simi lady going deeper to investigate further stories 

that are at the heart of the audience offers a competiti e advantage. The respondent 

further noted that BBC brand name, assured funding, investment in Information 

Technology well-trained staff, support from managers, and conducive working 

environment ensures advantage over competitors. 
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From th r ults obtaint!d it h \! s that the rganizational capabilitic ha led to 

c mpetitive advantage whose utcome · · felt aero Africa .It wa b erved that BB 

alm st available all over Afri a, it's the m st tru ted media our e, and i the frequently 

used a reference; it i al a much-· ught empl yer in Africa with pf pective 

employe eeing it as an epitome of career succes and employer viewing BBC a a 

guarantor of reliable or c mpetent taff. D pite the pres ures on the re urces f the 

BBC, the organization ha been able t maintain it reach and maintained its global 

audience, with even an increa e in s me areas. Recent foray in to the u e of ocial 

networking sites to reach audience ha e also helped greatly. 

BBC Monitoring service to its stake-holders ha in multiple reputable surveys over the 

last 15 years been declared to be irreplaceable. Hence BBC Monitoring management is 

charged with the task f sustaining its going concern in-spite of the reduction in the •real 

value' (Even when the absolute am unt recei ed went up, the general rise in costs of 

goods and service exceeded the upward review of its funds) of resources it receives. 

4.5 Maintenance of Organizational Strategic Capabilities 

The set of question under thi area of the interview guide were tailored in establishing 

whether the organization bas in place effective mechanism of developing and maintaining 

its strategic capabilities in a su tainable future. Thi i in recognition of an organization 

strategic capabilities changing and adapting to the changes in the operating business 

environment 
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Ther ndent were unanim us that un il n1 ten years a BBC did n t ha e in place 

and elaborate m chani m of managing it strategic capabilities asset. The finn wa until 

then one of the maj r internati nal br adcasting organizati n and the Briti h government 

wa n t crutinizing mu h it spending as the single hareb ld r of the tation. In 

additi n, majority f the third world countrie had not liberalized the broadcasting ect r 

and so BBC could till determine b th local and international agenda. H wever the 

competiti e bu iness envir nment t k a turn more recently when the organization fa ed 

stiff challenge from both the 1 cal and multinational broadcasting stations that came 

about as a result of the liberalized market in maj rity of the c untries as well a an 

improved technology that facilitated communicati n globally. 

The market share and popularity of the station reduced with time and this became a cause 

of concern to the station management. As a result the respondents noted that the 

organization took a deliberate move to put in place a mechanism of identifying and 

utilizing effectively its strategic capabilitie as a source of competitive advantage. The 

BBC operates a tran parent system developed ver the years. The editorial guidelines as 

well as the induction course that ea h employee goes through imbues one with the 

philosophy behind the organization. It also helps to integrate each employee. The annual 

appraisals help to identify the weak areas for the organization and where to direct 

training. Through frequent briefing , Delivering Quality First (DQF), each employee 

knows exactly where the BBC is headed in short term and long term. It was also agreed 

that BBC has invested hea ily on insight and market surveys to assess preferences and 
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f~edback f audience. Thi , i · u c audienc keep n hifting and they do o quickly 

d pending n what they are offer d. 

The r pond n agre that empl yees are the bigge t re urce the organizati n h· , and 

hence justifying devel pment of a mechanism to prevent b t talents from m ving t 

other rival organizations. me of the best brains are all wed 1 move, without offering 

any extra· incentive t other rganizati n . Also the recent pension cri is is not helping 

matter when other organizati n can offer better packages. It was al o p inted ut that 

Business Devel pment Department needs to be more innovative and keep thinking ut 

of the box. 

Respondents noted that each m nth the Director General Issues a bulletin in which he 

espouse BB ideal and point the de elopments as well as the direction the 

organization i going. This i the barometer used to gauge where every department in the 

organizations fits into the larger BBC picture various tools are in place wher yearly 

stakeh lder review plus quarterly visits and survey to stakeholders whose data i input 

into the balanced scorecard and fed primarily to the Top leadership but is available on the 

intranet to the rest of the taff. The e helps BBC Monitoring keep track of its progress on 

relevance of its output with respect to its strategic goals and key business drivers. It wa 

also ob erved that organization audit is also conducted through annual appraisals, staff 

surveys and analysis done by In ight and research department from time to time. 
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BBC de elop di tinctive capabiliti on whi h their future competiti enes will be 

a ed. Th e capabilitie should bt: unique and n t t be imitated easily by compctit rs. 

They all n ted that BBC inv ts heavily in training f its personnel. ln additi n being a 

media house in which i technologi ally ased, the rganization has continued to keep 

abrea t with technological inno ations. The training i tailored to suit all levels f 

employees. It wa noted that BB has an ela rate policy of recruiting staff from all 

backgroWld , ha an informative induction proce . and offers an excellent work 

environment In additi n, it was al p inted out that as with other sections of the BBC 

lhe college of journalism serve as the training c liege for most of BBC Africa 

jownalists.. Further, a BBC al o br adcasts a number f local languages, there is 

deliberate and well structured training both in language services in Africa and in the BBC 

head office in UK. 

4.6 Factors that influence strategic capabilities for competitive 

advantage 

The organizations strategic capabilities have kept on changing depending on a number of 

factors. Respondents identified these factor to include technology, changes in the med1a 

sector in Africa changing demand of the audience, declining fmances and also changing 

stakeholder requirements. In addition, respondents noted that the global geo-political 

policy from the UK and US governments ha altered the organizations strategic 

capabilities landscape. It was al ob erved that establishment of BBC under royal 

charter guarantees the organization .The rising awareness and expanding democratic 
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pace in untries outside the UK wa al o p inted out yet another factor that has 

changed the trategic capability f BB . 

The organizati n bas kept in pa e with the changes and with this adaptation it has been 

able to stay ahead of competition, renew its staff by continually investing in new talent, 

investing significantly in new gathering as well as undertaking a massive expansion in 

infra tructure to meet its clients demands.Addtionally resp ndents o ted that the wider 

BBC may need to market to the UK population in general the value it provides to the 

nited Kingdom outside the UK for the UK's benefit to truly appreciate the value it 

ffer the .UK and po sibly even paint how the world would po sibly be without a BBC 

Global news-Africa and what impa tit would have on the UK and Africa. Respondents 

agreed that BBC monitoring remains iable as an entity to its stakeholders. The 

management has a strategic responsibility to adapt its resources, technol gy and human 

capital into a slimmer fit. As well as to make its presence more felt by its cu tomers and 

British Taxpayers and License fee payers so a to maintain its quaJjty of service. 
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R 0 D 

CO E D TIO 

5.1 ummary 

The result centered on determining the role of trategic capabilitie as a competitive 

advantage to I at BBC. The re earcb th refore wished t determine unique strategic 

capabilities that BBC have establi bed over time and how the same ba been utilized as a 

source of competitive advantage in the organization. 

The results of the finding hawed that BBC had internal strategic capabilities that gave it 

a competitive advantage over the other int rnational media player . These strategic 

capabilities ranged from trong human re ource pool that is well trained, technologically 

advanced as ets and adoption f modem skill . The BBC prides it elf as the oldest 

international media house and bas a esult of this, it has also made a reputati n of being 

the most credible international new organization and has leveraged on this to give it a 

competitive edge in the world e pecially in consideration of the wide coverage and 

pre ence in the ground. BBC ha over time appreciated the key role that its employee 

play in making the organization ha a competitive edge over other players in the market. 

Thus, the organization has endeavored to pursue the policy of recruiting staff from all 

backgrounds, developed an informative induction process and in addition remunerates the 

same staff competitively. Toward the training and development of its employees, the 

organization bas a college of joumali m that serves as a training college for most ofBBC 
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A rica Journali t . lt wa al b ervcd that trategic capabiliti within BBC are 

tructures wbi h have been d vel ped o er a I ng period and while they may be 

replicated I ewbere they may not be ea ily copied. With the world becoming a global 

village and recruirment drive by other media houses as AI-Jazeera Arabic, VOA and 

CCTV, it i likely that some f the organizations capabiliti could be imitated or 

transferred to competitors from empl yee \vitchingjob . 

The strategic capabilitie that currently exist in the organization need to change and adapt 

to the changing business environment. The operating business envir nment has 

continuously changed partly from the globalization effect and the changing j urnalistic 

field. In addition towards the maintaining of the same strategic capabilities, the 

organization has maintained em I yee articipation and encourages their willingness t 

participate in all the exerci es of devel ping and maintain effective strategic capabilitie 

that will pr ide necessary competitive advantage. Techn logical advancement has also 

been pointed out as an area f strategic capability that needs to be updated continuously. 

Failure to adopt new technology w uld leave the organizati n vulnerable to delivering 

programmes of poor quality to it audience throughout the world. This also means that 

the organization is continually looking for new technology to meet this demand. Thus the 

organization has a matter of policy earmarked annually adequate funds of putting in place 

necessary techn logical need to avail the necessary technology. 
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The BBC recognize the imp rtance of trategi capabilities to establish a c mpetitive 

ad ant age. Thi wa appreciated by the r nden a a nece' ary strategy in the present 

day uncertain bu ines envir nment characterized by changing audience demand fast 

changing techn logy declining revenues and unpredictable world of politics. As an 

avenue to the realization of the arne, a well killed and trained manpower was identified 

as necessary. Towards this end, it was established that the manpower is a continuous 

training and development programmes to facilitate the provision of desired service . It 

was noted that that the audience all over the world have a wide variety of option to 

choose from and for the organization to remain relevant in the current global media 

environment the organization mu t have something different and unique to offer to its 

audience. Therefore competitive advantage is very important; otherwise an organizati n 

would not have any survival chance. The organizations competitivenes was a! o noted to 

continuously be under attack by other competitors and therefore, BBC had to change its 

strategic capabilities lo match the change in the market. This competitiveness is 

enhanced · by the organization by continually investing in new talent, investing 

significantly in news gathering as well as .undertaking expansion programmes to enhance 

its audience reach. 

5.2 Conclusion 

An organizations competitive advantage is seen to be founded on a complex of 

cornpetences, capabilitie , skills and strategic a sets possessed by an organization. As 

such the management of the phy ical and intellectual resources which form the core 
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capability f tht: bu in sh uld be given imp rtan e by an rganization in ord r t 

pr erve the exi ting competitive ad antage. Such capabilities or c re c mpetences are 

not built on di cr te indep ndent skills ut are the synth is of a variety of kill , 

tecbnol gies and knowledge streams existing in an organization. It i the interaction of 

tb e different typ of resource that drives a firm's competitive advantage and the 

catalytic effect on the others and its cumulative catalytic impact that makes an 

organization develop su tainable competitive advantage. 

Strategic capabilities of a company form an important strategic role to create value and 

improve busine performance. The competitive advantage of companies in today 

economy stems not from market po ition, but from difficult to replicate strategic 

capabilities and the manner in which they are deployed. The generated value i the result 

of an organization's ability to manage its bu iness processes and, on the other hand the 

effectivene s and efficiency of performing organizational processes based on 

organizational competencies. Management of strategic capabilities enables an 

organization to grow and develop the appropriate organizational cornpetencie . 

Therefore, the fact that organizali nal competencies are based n the effective and 

efficient management of strategic assets puts it at the heart of business performance and 

value creation. However, there is need for to ensure that the core capabilities may not 

become core rigidities and tberefore there is need for an organization to under tand the 

processes of creation of capabilities and its development. 
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H we er, while implementing pr gramme on strategic capabiliti managers need to be 

a are of the challeng that might delay r affect the imp! mentation of the arne 

pr gramme . They need t con id r what value the trategic capabilities will generate, 

determine how the firm can exploit the ecial characteristic of the organization to obtain 

a niche in the market, establish how the firm can avoid being imitated by other fmns and 

also establi h how the firm can organize the exploitation of resource in order to utilize 

the organizations strategic capabilitie . In addition, to build strategic capabilities based on 

technological innovation, finn need to pay as much attention to foster, organize and 

mobilize their human res urces, organizational culture and organizational structure. In 

addition, for firms with ambition to maintain a high level of strategic capabilities it is 

imperative they develop, fi ster and enhance their organizational culture in a flexible 

organizational environment. 

5.3 Recommendations 

The study was able to clearly demonstrate the need to have organizations understands the 

concept of strategic capabilities and how to appropriately harness and leverage on the e 

core assets to attain competitive advantage. 

There i a great deal f competitive advantage that can be harnessed from strategic 

capabilities assets. In so doing, rganizations' have to implement appropriate process of 

identifying the strategic capabilities in order to ably face the challenges from the 

uncertain business environment As part f the organization strategy, implementation of 
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the appropriate tructurc w utd pr pel an rganization toward · uccess. At th arne time, 

the process of hame sing tTategic capabihti in an rganization h uld be backed by the 

support of the organintions top management. The organizati ns and staff level f 

awareness f core competence i critical t the ucce of the implementing the arne in 

an organization. 

The organizati nal structure and culture need to be geared towards an effective 

identification and harnessing of its strategic capabilities. This therefore requires that an 

organization constructs an innovation-oriented organizational structure and an innovation 

friendly organizational culture to upport and enhance their strategic capabilities. In 

de eloping a new business segment, an organization should transfer its personnel from its 

exi ting core bu ine to the new business unit and also by recruiting new personnel and 

forging a strategic aJJiance with an existing major player in the busines . All these efforts 

should be focu ed on cultivating, enhancing or reconfiguring the firm's organizational 

culture, human resources and organizational structure. 

5.4 Suggestion for further research 

Further researcb could be carried out in this area to determine the impact f developing 

an organizations strategic capability on the organization performance, the market and its 

impact on .the strategic econ my. Further, a research to measure the~ lation hip between 

training and knowledge utilization by employees need to be undertaken. 
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PPE Dl l 

L T R lD 

Interview Qu tion 

The interview guide will b divided int three ecti n . The e section provide ample 

questions to be used in evaluating Strategic Capabilitie for competitive advantage at 

Briti h Br adcasting Corporation, lobal ews, and Africa 

Background Information on the interviewees 

• What current po ition in the organization d you hold? 

• For how long have you been holding the current po ition? 

1.) Strategic Capabilities 

Question 1 

Does the organization rec gnize existenc~ f organizational capabilities that fa ilitates 

it's the achievement of the rganizations bjective? Please enumerate some. 

Question 2 

What resources can y up int out t give BB Global News, Africa capabilities in the 

current competitive world? 

Question 3 

Has there een a deliberate effort by B B Global News, Africa to nature and develop 

human re ource capabilities? Please explain further. 

Question 4 

ln your assessment, can BBC Global New , Africa's trategic capabilitie be easily 

copied or transferred to com etit r ? 



Qu tion 

Has there been a deliberate move y BD rlobal ew ·, Africa hape, trans£ nn and 

combine the e r urces to achieve ustamable mpetiti e advantage? What ares me of 

the steps taken? 

Que tion 6 

What role has the BB Global ews, Africa' strategic capabilities had in the 

management of the risk in the organization? 

Question 7 

-What level of employee part:icipati n is in place in ensuring enhancing·organizational 

perfonnance? · 

Question 8-

Ifas the change 4"1 techno! gy affected the organizations strategic capabilities? 

2) Competitive dvantage 

Question 9 ~ 

Why do you think competitive advantage i so important in the media industry? 

Question 10 

What form of resources, capabiliti and c mpetencies provide the organization with 

competitive advantage in the media industry? 

Question 11 

To what extent do the organization resources deliver competitive advantage? 

Question 12 

A a result of having the ab ve organizational capabilities, what form of advantage has 

2 



the organization rueved? 

3.) Rol of trategic capabilitie on a firm' competitive advantage 
Question 1 

To what extent has the rganization put in place mechani ms that afeguard it' 

capabilities from rival finn . Pl a e ex und. Which mechani m do the rganizati n 

use? 

Qu tion 14 

Which form of rganizational audit i · prt ent in ensuring competitive advantage? 

4. Factors that influence development of strategic capabilities 

Qu tion 15 

What w uld y u consider to be U1e factor that influence devel pment of strategic 

capabilities at BBC Global News, Afri a? 

Question 16 

Ilow do these fa tors influence develoJ ment of strategic capabilities? 

Question 17 

How the factors do identified influence BBC competitive advantage? 

THANK YOU FOR YO TIME 


